





Absract

Because of some incompetent people who call themselves Sufi, {Tasawwuf} is

blamed of  Ignorance and refraining from struggle in social terminology. But when we

glance at the history of Sufis we see that where the Sufis remain busy in prayers citations

and conception on the other side they not only raise slogan of truth against the Muslim

rulers, but also take part strongly in the movements of independence against the

non-Muslims dominations  in their countries. They accepted martyrdom and faced the

hurdles of captivity but did not accepted the domination of infiltrators on their lands.

Noor-ud-Din Zangi, Sultan Zahir Babras and Ottoman Emperor Sultan Muhammad Fateh

Struggle in the freedom movement against the  colonization's systems. All of them were

trained by Sufis.

Apart them the sufi personalities and movements of North Africa wrote a golden

history of struggle and hard working against the modern colonization's systems The

Egyptian Sufis stood up against Tarters in the leadership of imam Ezza- ud- Din Ibno

Abdus Salam. Ahmad Urabi. Shaykh Hassan Adawi Shaykh Muhammad Aleesh and

Shaykh Sharqawi resisted against Nepolian. In Sudan, Shaykh Muhammad Ahmad and

Shaykh Abdullah Hassan resisted in Libya, Umar 

Mukhatar Struggled for emancipation

Keyword:Tasawwuf, Struggle,History of Sufis, Hurdles of CaptivityDomination of

Infiltrators, Ottoman Emperor, Colonization's Systems
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 (Alber Shandor) 
 Salahuddin the purest heor in Islam" 
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(1)T.W. Arnold,(1990) The Preaching of Islam, Delhi low printed bublication II ed,  p265
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(1)T.W. Arnold,(1990) The Preaching of Islam, Delhi low printed

(Reprinted) bublication II ed
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